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Chapter 3241 Dawn_ 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”this is a prescription. It’s all common Chinese medicine. You can send 

someone to Chinatown and find a Chinese medicine shop. It’ll be easy to get it.” In addition, I’ve also 

written the method of decocting the medicine on it. Nowadays, Chinese medicine shops all have 

decocting services on behalf of you, so you can just ask them to decoct the medicine for you. According 

to this prescription, take it three times a day after meals for seven days. Basically, the problem of 

tinnitus can be cured. ” 

The formula for treating tinnitus was not considered precious to Xia ruofei, so he did not deliberately 

keep it a secret. 

Of course, if the people in the Chinese medicine shop knew what was good, it would be quite valuable 

to record this prescription. 

Elon Musk held the piece of paper in his hand as if he had found a treasure. He then called the Butler 

over and asked him to go to Chinatown to get the medicine as Xia ruofei had just said. 

He didn’t even ask the housekeeper to take the prescription. Instead, he asked the housekeeper to take 

a picture of it with his phone while he carefully put the prescription away. 

The Butler naturally didn’t dare to delay. After taking a picture of the prescription, he rushed to the 

nearby Chinatown to get the medicine. 

Elonmask’s face was filled with gratitude as he said,””Doctor Xia, I’m really grateful to you this time! 

Please take care of little X’s subsequent treatment, doctor Xia!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you’re welcome.” There’s a saying in China’s Chinese medical field that 

doctors have the heart of a parent. We treat every patient like our own children and will do our best. ” 

“Thank you! Thank you!” Elon Mask rubbed his hands and said,”I really don’t know how to thank you! I 

originally wanted to help you promote your medical skills, but you are not willing to publicize it ... How 

about this! Dr. Xia, no matter how effective little X’s treatment is, I will pay you a treatment fee that you 

will be absolutely satisfied with ...” 

“No need,” Xia ruofei waved his hand. Li Yifu had already paid for the medical fees. I think ... Mr. 

Masker, you should be very clear about Mr. Li’s intention in doing this. ” 

Elon Musk was stunned for a moment. He subconsciously looked at Li Yifu and then at Xia ruofei. He was 

not sure if Xia ruofei knew about the “big business” that Li Yifu had discussed with him. 

Seeing this, Li Yifu smiled and said,””Mr. Masker, Dr. Xia is one of us. He knows more than you think. 

Let’s just be Frank. ” 

When Elon Musk heard this, the hesitation on his face did not completely fade away. It was obvious that 

he still had some concerns. 

Li Yifu chuckled and said,”Mr. Masker, Dr. Xia doesn’t have any official background in China. You can rest 

assured about this.” Also, our deal this time has nothing to do with the Chinese government!” 



Elon Musk nodded and then whispered to grams,””My dear, go and check on little X next door!” 

Grams knew that Elon Musk had something to discuss, and it was not convenient for her to be present, 

so she nodded and bowed slightly to Xia ruofei and Li Yifu before leaving the room. 

Elon Musk asked all the unrelated people to leave the room, leaving only him, Xia ruofei, and Li Yifu. 

Then, elonmask smiled bitterly and said,””Mr. Li, you’ve really given me a big problem! Aerospace 

technology is very sensitive, you should be very clear about that. ” 

“Of course!” Li Yifu replied with a smile. However, the sensitivity of rocket technology is relatively high, 

while space survival equipment, including spaceships, is not so sensitive, right?” 

Rocket technology involved military applications. Some long – range intercontinental missiles and launch 

vehicles were the same in principle. 

In addition, the heavy Launch Vehicle Technology, especially the rocket engine technology, was only in 

the hands of a few countries. Such technology was definitely strictly blocked. 

“It’s only relative,”said elonmask. NASA was very strict with their own things. Even small technology like 

space food had strict confidentiality procedures. SpaceX obtained some technology from NASA, but we 

have all signed confidentiality agreements. Once violated, my company will face very serious 

accusations, and I may even face prison ...” 

Li Yifu opened his mouth, but was stopped by Xia ruofei’s eyes. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Mr. Masker, I’m sure you’re very clear. The equipment and equipment that 

Mr. Li wants to buy will not pose any threat to your national security.” And we can also guarantee that 

these things will not be transported out of the United States. With the strength of the United States 

intelligence Department, it’s impossible for us to transport such a large amount of things out of the 

country without anyone knowing, right?” 

Xia ruofei looked at Elon Musk and continued,””Also, I think with Mr. Musk’s strength, he should be able 

to easily erase all traces. Even if we are seized by the FBA or CIB, your company won’t be implicated.” 

Elonmask sighed and said,””Everything is hard to predict. SpaceX is at a critical stage. Once it succeeds, 

our market value may double several times. We can’t afford any mistakes! However, since things have 

come to this ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and interrupted masker,””Mr. Masker, let’s not talk about this for now. Let’s treat the 

child first! Nothing is more important than the child’s health now, right?” 

Elon Musk was touched. He knew very well that although he would not go back on his word in the end, 

Li Yifu’s strength could not be underestimated. However, there was no doubt that this was the best time 

for Xia ruofei and the others to bargain. 

Xia ruofei had already proven his medical skills and little X’s life was in danger. He was just waiting for 

Xia ruofei to save him. 



However, Xia ruofei did not use this as a bargaining chip to negotiate the purchase of spacesuits and 

other equipment. Instead, he proposed to treat the child first, which made Elon Musk feel a trace of 

warmth. 

Elon Musk subconsciously looked at Li Yifu. He had always thought that Li Yifu was the one who made 

the decision. Compared to Xia ruofei, who was too young and a doctor, he felt that Xia ruofei would not 

be too involved. 

However, when elonmask saw that Li Yifu had already retreated to the side, he did not look displeased 

at all because of Xia ruofei’s “arbitrary decision”. On the contrary, Li Yifu’s expression was normal, as if it 

was only natural for Xia ruofei to make the decision. 

Elon Musk’s observation skills were still very strong. He immediately realized that he should reevaluate 

this young doctor Xia. 

“Mr. Masker!” Xia ruofei’s voice was heard again.”What do you think of my suggestion?” 

“Ah?” Elon Musk came back to his senses and quickly said,”thank you for your generosity, Mr. Xia! 

Please rest assured, I will also come up with a safe and beneficial solution for Mr. Li’s matter as soon as 

possible. I will do my best to meet Mr. Li’s needs!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””Let’s go! Let’s go and see the patient!” 

A heart for a heart. If you gave the other party enough kindness, the other party would naturally be able 

to feel it and also release kindness. 

Sometimes, things in the world were like this. A little more warmth was not necessarily less effective 

than tough means. 

Xia ruofei, Li Yifu, and Elon Musk went to the next room. Gramus was sitting next to the crib, staring 

blankly at little X, who was still sleeping. 

“My dear!” Grams said softly,”little X seems to be sleeping very well today. He was often woken up by 

pain in his sleep a few days ago, and his little eyebrows were always furrowed. Today, they are relaxed, 

and there is a smile on his lips!” 

When Elon Musk saw his son, his eyes softened. He leaned over and said happily,””It’s true!” 

“Maybe he knows that he’ll be free from the pain soon, so he’s been smiling even in his sleep!” Xia 

ruofei laughed. 
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Naturally, Elon Musk and gramus did not know that the reason little X was sleeping so soundly was 

because Xia ruofei had hypnotized him during the examination so that the child would not cry. 

However, foreigners loved to hear auspicious words, so after hearing Xia ruofei’s words, they all smiled. 

“I’ll leave everything to you, doctor Xia!”Said Elon Musk. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”my treatment plan is Acupuncture and Chinese Medicine.” 



When elonmask heard this, he thought, isn’t this the same as treating the tinnitus just now? 

Xia ruofei didn’t wait for him to speak. He smiled and said,””The disease is different, so the acupuncture 

points and techniques are different. As for Chinese medicine ... The prescription is definitely different. 

It’s like a surgery in Western medicine. Even though it’s still open abdominal surgery, removing the liver 

and the appendectomy are definitely different. ” 

When Elon Musk heard this, his hair stood on end. However, he understood what Xia ruofei meant. He 

nodded and said,””You’re a doctor, so we’ll listen to you ... By the way, do you need us to sign an 

informed consent form or something?” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand.”No need for the trouble. I’ll perform acupuncture while the child is asleep.” 

Also, I need to make some Chinese medicine. I’ll write a list for you! Didn’t you send someone to buy 

medicine for you? Also, bring back the herbs I need. ” 

“Alright! Alright!” “Yes!” Elon Musk said quickly and personally went to find a pen and paper. 

Xia ruofei scribbled down the list. This time, there were more medicinal herbs on the list than before, 

and they were all in large quantities. If the Butler went there in a small car, the trunk would probably be 

filled. 

This prescription was much more valuable than the one for tinnitus. Hence, Xia ruofei did not follow the 

prescription strictly. He added a lot of medicinal materials that were not actually used. In terms of 

quantity, every medicinal material was the same. Naturally, others could not deduce the prescription 

from this list. 

Xia ruofei had prepared all the ingredients that would last for at least a week. Naturally, the amount was 

a little too much. 

Xia ruofei passed the list to Elon Musk and said,””Other than the herbs, there are also some Chinese 

medicine boiling equipment. You should be able to buy them in the Chinese medicine shops in 

Chinatown. Just get someone to buy them and bring them back!” 

“Alright! I’ll get it done immediately!” 

In terms of the child’s treatment, Elon Musk was now completely obedient to Xia ruofei’s words. He 

quickly took a picture of the list and sent it to the Butler personally. Then, he called to give Xia ruofei 

more detailed instructions. 

On the other hand, Xia ruofei took out the silver needles, disinfectant alcohol, cotton swabs, and other 

things from the first aid kit. 

Xia ruofei was very familiar with little X’s condition. He had already come up with a perfect treatment 

plan during the examination just now. 

By right, using the petals of the spirit Heart Flower directly would definitely be able to completely cure 

him. 

However, this would be too easy and too shocking. 



The illness itself was very dangerous, and even world – Class doctors could not guarantee that it would 

not relapse. Even if it was surgery, the child’s body might not be able to withstand it, and the follow – up 

chemotherapy was no exception. 

However, Xia ruofei had just come up and fed the child some medicine, and he had recovered in a day. 

This was already beyond the scope of science. Even with the magic of Traditional Chinese Medicine, it 

could not be explained. 

As for the second point! It was also because Xia ruofei’s medical skills had reached a certain level. 

Although it was difficult to treat patients with Strigoi using Traditional Chinese Medicine, it was still 

possible for Xia ruofei to alleviate the symptoms with his current medical skills. 

This way, the ingredients of the spirit Heart Flower petals needed to be used could be reduced. 

Xia ruofei wanted to save as much as he could, so he decided to go for traditional Chinese medicine 

treatment first. 

Through the examination of his spiritual power, Xia ruofei knew the size, location, and spread of the 

tumor like the back of his hand. 

The illness was quite serious, so Xia ruofei decided to use the nine cloud – rubbing needles. Only this 

long – Lost acupuncture technique could improve the condition. 

As for the prescription, it was also from a precious lost medical book. Of course, Xia ruofei had adjusted 

the amount of medicinal herbs according to the child’s condition. 

On the side, gramus hesitated and said,””Mr. Xia, the child is still sleeping ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”no problem!” It’s easier to perform the acupuncture when the child is asleep. 

He won’t move around! He’s so young, he must be sleeping most of the time. Don’t worry, acupuncture 

doesn’t hurt, he won’t be woken up. ” 

“OK!”Grams took a step back and said,”we all believe in doctor Xia’s medical skills.” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Mr. Masker, there’s no need to keep so many people here. Please let everyone out!” 

“Alright, we want to stay and watch, is that okay?” Elon Musk asked. 

“Alright then!” Xia ruofei said. 

“Thank you!” “Yes!” Elon Musk said quickly, and asked the nurse and nanny to leave the room for a 

while. 

Xia ruofei unhurriedly undid the child’s clothes. His movements were very gentle. Little X, who was in a 

deep sleep, did not react at all. He was still sleeping soundly. 

Xia ruofei took off the child’s shirt and took a small pillow. He turned the child’s body over so that he 

could lie on his side and put the small pillow under his body. 
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Then, Xia ruofei took out the silver needles from the needle bag. He tore open a bag of gauze and 

spread it on the small table beside the crib. Then, he carefully disinfected the silver needles with an 

alcohol cotton ball. 

After disinfecting one, he placed the silver needle on the gauze. 

Then, Xia ruofei used medical alcohol to carefully disinfect his hand. 

After finishing the preparation, Xia ruofei bent down and carefully sanitized the part that needed to be 

injected with the alcohol swab. 

Xia ruofei had thought of all the acupuncture points in advance, so he disinfected the wound very 

quickly. After a while, he put down the last alcohol – soaked cotton swab and picked up a silver needle. 

Both Elon Musk and grams could not help but clench their fists, especially Elon Musk. He could not see 

the acupuncture process just now, but now he saw Xia ruofei holding the shining silver needles in front 

of the crib. His son, little X, was lying on the bed, and the small body formed a sharp contrast with the 

long silver needles. His heart could not help but hang. 

Xia ruofei did not hesitate at all. His hands were steady and accurate as he quickly inserted the silver 

needle into an acupuncture point on little X’s back. His movements were so fast that even Elon Musk 

and the rest did not see it clearly. The silver needle was already shaking on little X’s back. 

Elon Musk and grams subconsciously looked at little X’s Face. They realized that the child was just as Xia 

ruofei had said. He was still in a deep sleep and did not wake up from the pain of a needle in his back. 

Seeing this scene, the two’s hanging hearts finally relaxed a little. 

Xia ruofei had already entered a state of complete focus when he was examining the nine cloud contact 

needles. He needed to be extremely focused, especially when it came to little X. Little X was too small 

and his body was very delicate. He could not afford to make even the slightest mistake, or else he would 

be in danger. 

Even if there was danger, Xia ruofei had the petals of the spirit Heart Flower to deal with it in time. 

Furthermore, elonmask and gramus would not be able to see through it. However, Xia ruofei had always 

been like this. It was fine if he did not do it, but once he did, he would do it to the best of his ability. He 

was always pursuing perfection. 

Therefore, he was completely focused at the moment. His eyes were fixed on the patient, and his hands 

did not stop moving. 

Even though he didn’t turn his head to look, he could accurately pick out size most suitable silver needle 

every time. 

Elon Musk was dazzled. In a short while, the nine silver needles had all been inserted into the 

corresponding acupuncture points. 

Other than Xia ruofei, no one else in the room, including Li Yifu, knew anything about the nine cloud 

contact needles. They were just here to watch the show. 



But Xia ruofei was very clear in his heart that the moyun nine required a high level of control for the 

person who applied the needles. Finding the correct acupuncture points was only the most basic 

requirement. The size of each needle, the depth of penetration, the order in which the needle was 

inserted, all had to be paid attention to carefully. There could not be a single mistake in any link. 

After the needle was inserted, Xia ruofei couldn’t help but give himself a thumbs up. So far, it was 

almost perfect. Xia ruofei even felt that he had performed beyond his usual level. 

The following process was no easier than inserting the needles. Strictly speaking, the following series of 

techniques were the essence of the nine cloud contact needles. 

However, for most people, it was difficult to even complete the previous step of acupuncture 

successfully. After all, the requirements were too high. Moreover, the patient was so special that the 

fault tolerance rate for acupuncture on such a young child was much lower than that of an adult. 

Xia ruofei took a deep breath. As he twisted the silver needle, he transferred a small amount of Yuan Qi 

into the needle. 

His movements were getting faster and faster, and laymen could not see the rhythm at all. However, 

every action of acupuncture had a deep meaning. Any mistake in the step might have a great side effect 

on the treatment effect, or even cause danger. 

If the famous doctor Ge Jun was here, he would definitely be mesmerized. 

Without a professional audience, Xia ruofei could only feel good about himself. 

Using Traditional Chinese Medicine Acupuncture to treat the patient, especially such a difficult 

acupuncture technique, was a very high sense of accomplishment. 

The acupuncture process lasted for about 20 to 30 minutes. Even Xia ruofei, whose cultivation, 

especially spiritual power, was improving rapidly, could not help but sweat on his forehead. 

Finally, Xia ruofei gently flicked the end of the last silver needle and transferred the last bit of vital Qi 

into little X’s body through the silver needle. Then, he retracted his hand. 

He wasn’t exactly exhausted, but it was hard to avoid sweating when he was in a state of high 

concentration. 

From the perspective of elonmask and grams, Xia ruofei’s treatment was undoubtedly very difficult. 

Although they did not know how good it was, they were very grateful and touched when they saw the 

sweat on Xia ruofei’s forehead and the tired look he deliberately showed. 

Xia ruofei let out a long sigh of relief and said,””These nine silver needles need to be kept for half an 

hour. During this time, we have to prevent the child from turning over, so someone must be on guard at 

all times. I’ll come back to collect the silver needles after half an hour.” 

“I’ll stay here to look after the child!”Grams quickly said. Don’t worry! I won’t even blink my eyes. I 

definitely won’t let him turn over. ” 

The child’s back was pierced with nine shining silver needles. If he subconsciously turned over and 

pressed down on these silver needles, it would really hurt just thinking about it! 



“Alright!” Elonmask said. My dear, thank you for your hard work! Dr. Xia, Mr. Li, let’s go to the next 

room and rest for a while! I’ll have to trouble you, doctor Xia, in half an hour!” 

“Alright! “I’m indeed a little tired ...” Xia ruofei nodded in agreement after seeing that there was nothing 

to do for the time being. 

Xia ruofei then explained,””This set of acupuncture techniques is extremely energy – consuming, and I 

really can’t hold on much longer.” 

“Thank you, doctor Xia!” Elon Musk said, touched. This way, please! You should take the time to rest ...” 

Elon Musk personally accompanied Xia ruofei and Li Yifu to the room next door. 

As for the nurse and the nanny, Elon Musk did not let them in since Xia ruofei did not say anything, 

considering that the silver needles were still in the child’s body. He let them continue to wait in the 

corridor. 

In any case, he was just looking after the child and not letting him turn over randomly. Grams alone was 

enough to do this job. 

Everyone sat down on the soft leather sofa, and elonmask said sincerely,””Doctor Xia, thank you!” 

Xia ruofei sat on the sofa and waved his hand.””Mr. Masker, I’ve said it before. A doctor should have the 

heart of a parent. Since you trust me and let me treat little X’s illness, I will definitely do my best. This is 

also the duty of a doctor!” 

“No matter what, grams and I have to thank you for your hard work, doctor Xia!” Elon Musk said,”by the 

way, Mr. Li, about the big business deal you talked about last time, I want to know what you need first. 

Is it just an EVA suit? How many sets do you need?” 

The cost of an EVA suit was as high as 20 to 30 million dollars. Even for a super – rich man like Elon 

Musk, such an expense was quite large. 

Li Yifu’s wealth was roughly the same as that of Elon Musk, but most of the industries under Li Yifu’s 

name were industrial, which was still very different from the high – tech companies in Elon Musk. 

The most obvious difference was that Li Yifu’s cash flow would be much more abundant than that of 

Elon Musk. 

If Elon Musk’s SpaceX were to place an order, more than ten sets might have a great impact on the 

company’s capital operation. And for Li Yifu, it was not too difficult to gather hundreds of millions of 

dollars in cash in a short time. 

Of course, even if Elon Musk was involved in the field of space commercial operations, he would not 

order ten sets of EVA spacesuits at once, because no space mission would use so many. 

Xia ruofei and Li Yifu looked at each other, and a hint of Joy Rose in their hearts. Since elonmask was 

willing to talk about the details, it meant that the matter was basically a deal. 

Of course, the subsequent operations would be very complicated. If the treatment for little X was not 

effective, elonmask might change his mind. After all, businessmen were very realistic. 



However, Xia ruofei would not let this happen. He was confident in his treatment. 
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Li Yifu looked at Xia ruofei, obviously asking for his opinion. 

Xia ruofei didn’t plan to be a person behind the scenes. He smiled and said,””Mr. Masker, we hope to 

get at least 18 sets of spacesuits using the latest technology and the best materials. Of course, it would 

be best if you can get more!” 

Elon Musk had vaguely guessed that Xia ruofei was the mastermind behind this matter, so he was not 

too surprised. However, he was still deeply shocked when he heard the number. 

Just the 18 spacesuits alone were worth about 500 million US dollars. 

Therefore, aerospace was a very, very money – burning industry. It could only be developed with the 

help of a country, and it had to be a country with a strong overall National Strength. 

Although Elon Musk was involved in the field of Commercial Space Transportation, he still didn’t have 

the confidence to enter those high – cost projects, and even so, he was still reducing the cost. The 

booster recovery technology was also to save costs. 

Obviously, Xia ruofei’s needs were not limited to this. He paused for a moment and continued,””In 

addition to as many EVA spacesuits as possible, we also need enough oxygen supply modules. We also 

need these oxygen supply modules to be easy to replace. The demand for this is relatively large. Simply 

put, it needs to be able to support nine adults for two months of continuous use. ” 

Elon Musk couldn’t help but be dumbfounded. Generally speaking, an EVA suit could allow astronauts to 

work and survive in a space environment by hours. How could someone wear a heavy EVA suit for two 

months in a row? How much oxygen would that require? Based on a rough estimate, if nine people were 

to consume it at the same time, each oxygen supply module could last for six hours. Each person would 

need to consume four to five oxygen supply modules a day. Nine people would need about 40 oxygen 

supply modules a day. 

In other words, in order to meet Xia ruofei’s requirements, he would need at least two to three 

thousand of these oxygen supply modules. 

Elonmask felt that his brain could not keep up. 

The cost of mass production of the oxygen supply module was much lower than the entire EVA suit, and 

it did not involve any key core technology. Plus, oxygen didn’t cost much on earth, so it wasn’t a 

problem of money. 

What Elon Musk was thinking was, if these things were to be used in space, how high would the launch 

cost be if thousands of oxygen supply modules were sent to space with the astronauts? There probably 

wasn’t a rocket with such a powerful thrust capable of such a task. 

What if it was used on earth? What kind of environment would require people to wear heavy spacesuits 

on earth for two months? 



It was important to know that spacesuits were very heavy. On earth, due to gravity, it was difficult for 

ordinary people to move their arms and almost couldn’t move. Only in low or zero gravity space 

environments could astronauts move, but they still appeared very clumsy. 

Even if he had enough oxygen, he would still starve to death if he wore this for two months on earth! He 

couldn’t eat at all! 

And on earth, why did they need an oxygen supply module? Couldn’t he have just breathed? 

The more he thought about it, the more he felt that Xia ruofei’s request was too strange. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Mr. Masker, the technology behind the oxygen supply module isn’t very advanced. 

The production cost isn’t high either. If it’s mass produced, it should be ready soon, right?” 

“There’s no technical difficulty in this,” Elon Musk said with a bitter smile.”I just don’t understand why 

you bought so many oxygen supply modules ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”It’s not convenient for me to tell you this, but don’t worry. We won’t implicate you. 

The FBI and CIA won’t be able to find any clues.” Of course, the premise is that there are no flaws in the 

production and transportation links. I think Mr. Masker should be able to do this. ” 

Elon Musk nodded with a bitter smile and said,””Although it’s a bit troublesome, I think it shouldn’t be a 

big problem. Mr. Xia, do you have any other requests? It’s better to say it all in one breath! I’m afraid my 

heart won’t be able to take it ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”that’s my main request!” Of course, we also hope to be able to purchase 

your company’s passenger spaceship. If I’m not wrong, it should be called the Dragon spaceship! This 

name is quite in line with our Chinese aesthetic!” 

For cultivators, their ability to survive in space far exceeded that of ordinary people. They didn’t need to 

prepare space food like ordinary astronauts. They only needed to store enough ordinary food in their 

storage magical equipment. With simple mental control techniques, they could easily taste these foods 

in space. They didn’t need to change eating into the process of “squeezing toothpaste.” 

If they could buy a Dragon spacecraft from SpaceX, the exploration team members would be able to stay 

in the spacecraft during the voyage and would not need to wear heavy spacesuits the entire time. This 

was naturally a better choice. 

“What?” Elon Musk was dumbfounded. After a long while, he muttered,”Mr. Xia, you ... What do you 

want to do?” 
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Xia ruofei’s requests gave Elon Musk the feeling that they wanted to set up a space transportation 

company, and that their business was bigger than SpaceX. 

They were just short of proposing to buy their Falcon rockets. Otherwise, they would have just acquired 

SpaceX. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”Mr. Mask...Don’t be impatient ... You can understand that we want to do a 

space survival experiment. We want to simulate the real environment as much as possible!” Of course, 



we don’t need a complete Dragon Ship, at least it doesn’t need a power system, uh ... Communication 

and control system is not really needed. What we need the most is the cabin of the ship. Of course, this 

needs a cabin that can operate stably in space, and it needs to be able to provide oxygen continuously. ” 

If he were to use the Dragon Ship, he would naturally just drag it along the back of the black Phoenix 

flying ship. There was no need for a propulsion system. 

Not to mention that the Dragon ship’s power was mainly to make fine adjustments to the orbit in space, 

as well as some adjustments to the orbit and speed during the process of returning to Earth. It was 

definitely not enough to support the flight to the moon. 

“Your request is really beyond my expectations ... But according to what you just said, the Dragon Ship 

can’t fit nine people.” Our ship’s design can carry up to seven people, and under normal circumstances, 

we won’t fly with full capacity. ” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”there are many systems on the spaceship that we don’t need. After 

dismantling them, we should be able to add some space, right?” Moreover, we don’t need to carry any 

supplies or items. I think this will increase the space! Of course, considering the comfort level ... If your 

company can sell us two spaceships, that would be the best!” 

Elon Mask was so scared that he shivered and quickly said,””Mr. Xia, the construction of the Dragon Ship 

is also very complicated. Even though many systems have been reduced, it still involves a lot of work ...” 

“This is an additional option. We can discuss it later.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”however, we still hope 

that Mr. Masker can help us solve the problem of the EVA suit and the oxygen supply module. Of course, 

Mr. Masker, you don’t have to worry about the cost. We can pay you in full in advance. ” 

To put it bluntly, what Xia ruofei lacked was not money, but technology and production ability. All of 

these were in the hands of Elon Musk. As long as the funds were in place, it should not be a big problem 

for him to operate. 

Elon Musk smiled bitterly. He took a deep breath and said,””Mr. Xia, since we’ve already made things 

clear, I won’t beat around the bush! This matter could be done! But you need to give me some time ... 

I’ll find a way to contact the relevant production companies through some personal connections to 

produce the parts, and then I’ll secretly form a team to assemble and test them. But ...” 

Xia ruofei’s eyes revealed a trace of joy. He smiled and said,”What other problems do you have, Mr. 

Musk? just tell us, we can solve them together!” 

Elonmask laughed and said,””If Mr. Li can provide the required funds in advance, there won’t be any 

major difficulties. However, there are some things that I have to make clear to you in advance. ” 

“Please speak!” 

“I’ll use some means to avoid the related risks, so if there’s any problem, it’s impossible to trace it back 

to me and my company. Even if Mr. Xia and the rest of you testify, I’ll never admit to it.” Elon Musk said 

seriously,”so, the risks that may exist in this matter will have to be borne by you. Please think carefully, 

this is not a small matter.” 



Hearing this, Xia ruofei’s heart relaxed slightly. He smiled and said,””So this is what Mr. Masker was 

talking about! Please rest assured, there will be no problems. Even if there is a problem, it will not 

involve Mr. Masker. We are friends who help each other, and we will not betray our friends!” 

In fact, to Xia ruofei and Li Yifu, the most likely problem would be on the side of Elon Musk. 

As long as Elon Musk delivered the goods normally, Xia ruofei and the others would put the things into 

the storage artifact and leave the United States on the flying boat. No matter how powerful the FBI was, 

they wouldn’t be able to find any clues. 

When elonmask heard this, he nodded and said,””Then this matter is decided for the time being. I’ll 

provide you with as many spacesuits and oxygen supply modules as possible to meet Mr. Xia’s needs! 

But ...” 

At this point, elonmax shrugged and said,””Please forgive me for not being able to sign any agreement 

on paper with you, and I need Mr. Li to transfer the required funds to an account I specify in advance. 

This may require a little trust ...” 

“No problem at all!” Li Yifu said without hesitation,”I can pay 600 million US dollars first. If the funds are 

not enough later on, I can add more at any time!” 

When Li Yifu was still on Peach Blossom Island, he had already started to prepare the funds when Xia 

ruofei had just told him about the purchase of the spacesuit. Most of Li Yifu’s businesses were industrial, 

so he had plenty of cash flow. It was basically not a problem to raise up two billion US dollars in a short 

time. 
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At this moment, elonmask’s phone rang ... 

The three of them stopped their discussion, and Elon Musk picked up the call. His voice was gentle as he 

said,””My dear, how is little X ... Okay! Alright! We’re coming over now!” 

After hanging up the phone, Elon Musk said to Xia ruofei,””Mr. Xia, grams said that it’s about time.” 

Xia ruofei looked at his watch and smiled.””Mm! He could keep the needles. Let’s go!” 

The three of them got up and went to the next room. 

The nurse and the nanny were still waiting in the corridor and were not allowed to enter the room. 

Grams stayed by the crib the whole time, and little X was still lying on his side, still in a sweet dream. 

When he saw Xia ruofei, he immediately stood up and went forward. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you can take the needles back now.” 

Then, he came to the crib and used his mental power to check on little X’s condition. Then, he quickly 

put away the silver needles. 

From the perspective of Elon Musk and the others, Xia ruofei’s action of withdrawing the needles was 

very fast. But in fact, they did not know that the process of withdrawing the needles was also very 



particular. There was no mistake in which needle was collected first and which one was collected later. 

There were also subtle differences in the technique. 

It was just that there was no one there who knew what was going on, and Xia ruofei naturally would not 

be so free as to explain it to Elon Musk and the others. 

After Xia ruofei kept the silver needles, he removed the pillow under little X’s body so that he could lie 

on his back. Then, he calmly disinfected the silver needles and closed the first aid box. 

Xia ruofei sat in front of the crib and placed his finger on little X’s pulse. After taking it carefully, he stood 

up and said,””The effect should be pretty good. If you take acupuncture once a day and three times, 

your condition will improve significantly within a week. After that, you don’t need to continue with 

acupuncture, but you still need to take Chinese medicine. It will take about a month for you to be 

completely cured. ” 

Elonmask and gramus were overjoyed. Although this was just Xia ruofei’s personal statement, Xia 

ruofei’s previous series of magical performances had given them great confidence, and it finally ignited a 

burning fire of hope in their hearts. 

“I may have to trouble Mr. Masker to prepare a room for me.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ll be staying 

here for the next week to focus on little X’s treatment!” 

“Of course, no problem!” Elonmask said in surprise. Mr. Xia can stay for as long as he wants! If you like 

it, I can give this small Manor to Mr. Xia ...” 

“There’s no need for that. ” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I heard that this Manor is Mr. Masker’s favorite 

environmentally friendly residence. We Chinese have a saying that a gentleman does not take what 

others like. Besides, I will not stay in the United States often. Real estate is meaningless to me.” 

Li Yifu also smiled and said,”Mr. Masker, it’s very easy for Mr. Xia to accumulate wealth. It’s just that 

he’s a person who is indifferent to fame and fortune. He has no interest in money, real estate, and the 

like.” 

Elon Musk also came back to his senses. With Xia ruofei’s magical medical skills, it would be too easy if 

he wanted to make money. A mansion worth more than 20 million US dollars might not be enough for 

an average person to earn in their entire life. However, for a medical expert like Xia ruofei, it was just a 

matter of a few house visits. 

After all, the richer a person was, the more afraid they were of death, and the more willing they were to 

use money to exchange for life and health. 

Li Yifu continued,”Mr. Xia, Mr. Masker, I won’t stay here any longer. There are still many things waiting 

for me to deal with. Let’s keep in touch!” 

Elon Musk naturally knew what Li Yifu was busy with. It was nothing more than raising funds and some 

follow – up preparations. After all, such a large number of sensitive goods, the security issue was still 

very Chinese medicine. 

“Alright!” He quickly replied. Alright! Mr. Li, I’ll arrange for a car to send you there!” 
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The rich District was generally more remote. Although Li Yifu also had a business in Los Angeles, he still 

had to wait for a car to pick him up, so he didn’t refuse Elon Musk’s good intentions. He smiled and 

said,””Then, thank you, Mr. Masker!” 

Li Yifu’s family background and status were similar to that of Elon Musk. Therefore, Elon Musk naturally 

sent him out personally. Xia ruofei stayed in the room on the grounds of observing and taking care of 

little X to prevent Li Yifu from feeling awkward. 

If Xia ruofei had personally sent him off, Li Yifu would definitely be very anxious. 

In fact, the two of them had already come to an agreement. Li Yifu would not be of much help even if he 

stayed. He would leave the Elon Musk family’s house first. On one hand, he would prepare the funds. On 

the other hand, he would talk to Song Wei, Ling Qingxue, and the others about the situation. He would 

let them stay in the hotel first and wait patiently. 

This included Chen Xuan and Yu xiner. They could report the progress to their elders in the country. They 

had been waiting too anxiously. 

Li Yifu still had to go to Houston to prepare a place to receive the supplies. 

Elon Musk’s SpaceX and many of his partner companies were near Houston, so it was the most 

convenient place to receive equipment and supplies. 

The dozen or so spacesuits were still fine, but the key was that there were still two to three thousand 

oxygen supply modules. If he could also buy a simplified version of the Dragon Ship, the space needed 

would be even larger. 

Therefore, Li Yifu had to prepare a large enough warehouse in advance. At the same time, it was good in 

concealment and other aspects. 

These things could not be done by others, so he had to do it himself. 

Xia ruofei waited in little X’s room for a while before elonmask and gramus returned to their room. 

Little X finally woke up after a while. 

Glams quickly asked the nanny to prepare some milk because the little guy had been smacking his lips as 

soon as he woke up. He was obviously hungry. 

What made Elon Musk and Glaus more excited was that little X was not like usual. When he was awake, 

he would cry and squeal. Malignant tumors were often accompanied by intense pain. When it acted up, 

even an adult would be in so much pain that they would not be able to live, let alone an ignorant baby. 

When little X woke up this time, he only pouted his lips and cried a few times. Then, he began to suck on 

his finger. It was obvious that he was crying because of hunger and not pain. 

The child couldn’t speak, so elonmask and gramus naturally couldn’t ask him how he felt. But after 

comparing the two, the two could still feel that the treatment effect seemed to be very obvious. 

Not knowing if it was a psychological effect, Elon Musk and Glaus even felt that little X’s complexion was 

much better than in the morning. 



This was only the effect of the first acupuncture, and the two were naturally surprised and happy. At the 

same time, they were full of hope for the future of the treatment. 

The nanny quickly brewed half a bottle of milk and carefully measured it to make sure that the 

temperature was within the right range before coming over to feed little X. 

As soon as the mouth of the milk bottle touched his lips, the little guy opened his mouth and began to 

suck in big mouthfuls. His little hand subconsciously held the milk bottle. 

In a short while, half the bottle of milk was finished. 

“Mr. Masker, Ms. Grams, little X has a good appetite today!” The nanny said in surprise. 

He knew that the little guy had been crying for the past two days, but he couldn’t drink much every time 

he fed him. He would often cry because of the pain, which would cause him to vomit the milk that he 

had tried so hard to feed. 

Today, he had only received acupuncture for about half an hour, and there was such a big improvement. 

Gramus was so happy that his eyes were filled with tears, and he kept expressing his gratitude to Xia 

ruofei. 

At this time, the Butler who had been sent by Elon Musk to buy medicine in Chinatown returned. 

Not only did he bring back the medicine that had been boiled and sealed in a vacuum bag, but he also 

bought a large amount of medicinal herbs according to Xia ruofei’s request. 

The staff was moving the herbs to the room next to Yingying’s room, which had been arranged for Xia 

ruofei to live in. The herbs that Xia ruofei needed would naturally be placed in his room. 

Along with the medicinal herbs, there was also equipment for decocting Chinese medicine. There were 

even several bags of exquisite charcoal. 

“Mr. Xia, this medicine ...” Elon Musk had already gotten a bag of brewed Chinese medicine, and the 

rest were placed to the side. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”You can take one now. Keep the rest in the refrigerator. Take it half an hour after your 

meal.” 

With that, Xia ruofei reached out and touched the vacuum – sealed medicine bag in Elon Musk’s hand, 

then said,””The temperature is a little low. How about this! He prepared a small basin of water and 

heated up the Chinese medicine bag before drinking it. In the future, he would do the same thing every 

time he took out Chinese medicine from the refrigerator. The temperature ... Should be around the 

standard of not burning the mouth! It shouldn’t be too high, but it shouldn’t be too cold either, or else 

my stomach won’t be able to take it. ” 

“Understood!” Elon Musk threw the Chinese medicine bag in his hand back into the large plastic bag, 

which contained the remaining Chinese medicine. 

He gestured to the housekeeper to keep the herbs himself and help him heat one of the bags. 



Xia ruofei also stood up and smiled.””Then I’ll take my leave first! Since the ingredients are all prepared, 

I’m going to start preparing the medicine. I’m just next door anyway, so if there’s any situation, you can 

call me at any time!” 
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“Alright!” Elonmask quickly replied. Thank you, Mr. Xia! You’ve worked hard!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,””We’re just taking what we need. Mr. Masker, you don’t have to be 

so polite!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded at grams. Then, he walked out of little X’s room and entered the room 

next door. 

It was actually a bit like a small suite in a hotel. 

There was an independent dry and wet bathroom, as well as a small living room. There was a closed 

balcony outside the living room. In addition, the bedroom even had a special cloakroom. 

The herbs that the Butler had just bought were neatly stacked in a corner of the living room. 

After Xia ruofei entered the house, he habitually used his spiritual power to check the house. He did not 

find any listening or recording equipment before he started to organize the medicinal herbs. 

He placed these different kinds of packed medicinal herbs on the coffee table. Many of them were to 

confuse the eyes and were completely useless. He also opened the medicine bags and placed them on 

the coffee table. 

Although they were far away, the color of the Chinese medicine was not bad. At least, they met Xia 

ruofei’s requirements. 

He skillfully picked out the required medicinal ingredients according to the prescription he had already 

formulated in his mind. The small scale that the Butler had bought was completely useless. Xia ruofei 

could accurately determine the weight with just his hand. 

Xia ruofei immediately set up the pot on the balcony and started to boil the medicine. 

Elon Musk had also taken a dose of Chinese medicine and was waiting in little X’s room next door. 

Although he wanted to know how Xia ruofei’s preparations were going, he did not dare to enter the 

room and disturb her. 

After Xia ruofei boiled a pot of medicine, he took out a small bottle of the spirit Heart Flower petal 

solution from the spirit map space. This was a very low concentration solution. The effective ingredients 

in it were only about one – fifth of a petal. 

He poured the flower petal solution into the pot and stirred it well. Then, he poured a small bowl and 

placed it on the table. 

He then took out a claypot from the spirit map space and poured the rest of the medicinal liquid into the 

claypot before putting it away in the spirit map space. 



This small bowl of medicine was only about 1/4 of the amount that an adult could take. However, that 

pot of medicine could hold at least 10 bowls like this. Therefore, this small bowl of medicinal soup only 

contained about 1/50 of the effective ingredients of a petal of the spirit Heart Flower. Naturally, it was a 

very small amount. 

For little X, this amount of medicine would definitely be very effective. It could also prevent the 

occurrence of overnight recovery due to excessive active ingredients. 

Xia ruofei had chosen this quantity after some calculations. 

While waiting for the medicinal soup to cool down, Xia ruofei tidied up the Chinese medicinal herbs on 

the coffee table. He randomly picked some herbs and put them into the spirit map space. Since he had 

stored a large amount of Chinese medicinal herbs in the spirit map space and the quality of the herbs 

bought by the Butler was not bad, Xia ruofei added them to his own space pharmacy. 

Xia ruofei also took some of each item, including some useless herbs that he had used to pass off as real. 

In this way, even if someone sneaked into the room and saw the remaining medicinal herbs, it would be 

impossible to deduce the actual medicinal herbs and dosage of the prescription. 

Of course, Xia ruofei would spend most of his time in this room or in little X’s room next door. No one 

would be able to sneak into this room under his watch. 

He was just maintaining a cautious habit. 

Xia ruofei personally wrapped up the medicinal dregs and used his vital Qi to shake them into powder. 

Then, he flushed them all away with the toilet bowl and washed the medicinal pot clean. 

After all the cleaning up, the herbal soup on the table had cooled down to a warm state. 

Hence, Xia ruofei carried the bowl of medicine and walked into the room next door. 

Elon Musk and grams were both in the room. What they were most concerned about now was 

undoubtedly little X’s situation. There were a lot of things to deal with at the Elon Musk company, 

including a few urgent meetings, which he had pushed back. 

When they saw Xia ruofei, the two of them quickly stood up and greeted him. 

Xia ruofei smiled and handed the bowl to grams. Then he said,””Little X has been drinking his milk for 

about an hour, right? You can directly drink the medicine now. ” 

Grams carefully held the bowl of medicine as if he was holding the hope of life. 

She could smell the pungent Chinese medicine and couldn’t help but ask,””Doctor Xia, this medicine ... 

Should we feed it to the child directly?” 

Xia ruofei shrugged and asked,””What else?” 

But he immediately realized the reason for gramus ‘question, so he smiled and said,””Considering that 

the child is relatively small, we can put it in the milk bottle and let him suck on his own. Of course, if 

you’re afraid that the medicine will be bitter, you can also add some sugar. It won’t affect the efficacy. ” 



Grams nodded. She looked at the black medicinal soup in the small bowl in her hand and thought of the 

scene of adding sugar cubes. She couldn’t help but smile and say,””This sounds like drinking coffee!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”they do look similar, but the taste is completely different!” By the way, I 

have to remind you of something. ” 

“Please speak!” Elonmask and gramus quickly said in unison. 

“It doesn’t matter if you feed him with a small spoon, put it in a milk bottle for him to suck on, or add 

sugar or something. It’s not a problem.” Xia ruofei said,”but you must remember one thing. No matter 

what, you must not let your body come into contact with the medicine, including using your lips to feel 

the temperature. This is absolutely not allowed. Also, if your fingers or any other part of your body 

comes into contact with the medicine, then this bowl of medicine must be thrown away immediately. It 

can not be given to the child again!” 

Xia ruofei was very serious as this was the special characteristic of the spirit Heart Flower petals. If he 

really touched the temperature of the petals with his lips every time before feeding the medicine, all the 

medicinal properties would be absorbed by the person who touched the temperature. It would have no 

effect on little X. 

Of course, the effect of Chinese medicine was still there. However, it would take a long time to treat Xia 

ruofei with only Chinese Medicine and Acupuncture. Besides, Xia ruofei could not guarantee a complete 

recovery. 

Elon Musk and grams did not know the mystery behind it, but Xia ruofei’s request was not particularly 

strange. At least from the perspective of hygiene, it was very reasonable. 

No matter where one touched the medicinal liquid, there was a possibility of contamination. Especially 

the behavior of using one’s lips to feel the temperature was highly contagious. Hence, it was normal for 

Xia ruofei to make such a request from the perspective of a doctor. 

However, Xia ruofei’s instructions were more serious than the average doctor ‘s, and his expression was 

more serious. This made elonmask and gramus pay more attention to him. 

The two of them quickly nodded and replied,”alright!” We’ll definitely abide by it!” 

After that, grams personally operated and explained to the nurses and nannies next to him. He mainly 

emphasized that no part of the human body should come into contact with the liquid during the process 

of transferring it. 

Xia ruofei watched from the side until glams carefully poured all the liquid into the bottle and threw in 

two sugar cubes. He smiled and nodded.””Well done! In the future, you must meet this standard every 

time, or else the effectiveness may be reduced!” 

Gryms tightened the milk bottle and shook it while waiting for the sugar to melt. He smiled and 

said,””We’ll definitely remember the doctor’s advice!” 

After stirring it well, grams personally went to feed the child the medicine. 

Maybe it was because the Chinese medicine with sugar cubes tasted good, or maybe the child could feel 

that this strange medicine was his life, so he didn’t reject it and directly took big gulps of it. 



Seeing the brown liquid in the milk bottle decrease, gramus couldn’t help but smile. 

Very quickly, little X finished more than half the bottle of medicinal soup. Then, he actually burped, 

making everyone in the room laugh. 

The little guy’s eyes were filled with confusion. He looked left and right, then simply closed his eyes and 

fell asleep ... 
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Xia ruofei beckoned to Elon Musk, and the two of them left the room together. 

They came to the room next door, which was still filled with the smell of Chinese medicine. Xia ruofei 

smiled and said,””Mr. Masker, regarding the spacesuits, I hope that some work can be started as soon as 

possible. You know ... All the preparation work needs time, and our ... Our project needs time the most, 

so ...” 

After a moment of silence, elonmask said,””No problem! I can arrange it in advance, but ... We don’t 

have enough funds. One thing is for sure, we can’t support the production of all the EVA suits, so ...” 

“The funds that Mr. Li promised will be transferred to your account within two days!” Xia ruofei smiled 

and said,” 600 million US dollars in advance. Not a single cent less!” 

“Then there’s no problem!” Said Elon Musk. I’ll make the arrangements today. ” 

“Please!” Xia ruofei said. 

“I’ll leave little X to you, Mr. Xia!” Elonmask said. 

“Don’t worry, I’m not just treating this as a business deal!” Xia ruofei smiled.”Because I’m also a doctor!” 

“Thank you,” said elonmask sincerely. 

…… 

In the next few days, although Elon Musk did not leave the mansion, he kept in touch with the outside 

world. 

One part of it was to remotely handle the work of several companies under his name, especially SpaceX. 

The other part of the energy was mainly to contact the production of spacesuits and oxygen supply 

modules. 

It was not an easy task to erase all traces of this matter. However, Elon Musk had his own channels, and 

he had a deep understanding of the industry, so he could still do it with some cautious operations. 

The 600 million US dollars that Li Yifu had promised was transferred to an offshore account provided by 

Elon Musk the next day, just as Xia ruofei had said. 

The money in this account went through a few twists and turns before it was transferred to a small 

company in Houston. 



Xia ruofei did not care about the details of the operation. Besides, other than the first day when he took 

the initiative to talk to Elon Musk about this, he did not mention anything else after that. He was only 

focused on treating little X. 

Xia ruofei completed the acupuncture every day meticulously and provided the Chinese medicine on 

time. Grams also attached great importance to Xia ruofei’s medical advice. Every time, he would 

personally feed the child Chinese medicine and not let the nurse do it. 

Mannu and his medical team also stayed in the mansion, but they did not appear once. They spent most 

of their time in an auxiliary building of the mansion. 

Three days later, at Xia ruofei’s suggestion, Elon Musk asked Mannu’s team to conduct another 

inspection of little X. 

The results of the examination dispelled Mannu’s last bit of hope. The tumor on little X’s body had 

shrunk significantly, and all the indicators showed that it was developing in a good direction compared 

to a few days ago. 

Although Mannu was very reluctant, he had no choice but to truthfully report the situation of the 

inspection to elonmask. 

In fact, when Mannu’s team was checking on little X, elonmask was in another room on the second floor, 

accompanying Xia ruofei to wait for the results. 

Unlike Xia ruofei’s carefree attitude, Elon Musk seemed to be a little worried. 

Even though little X’s complexion had improved significantly, and even if he didn’t know medicine, he 

could tell that his condition was getting better. However, Elon Musk had always only believed in 

scientific data. The education he had received since he was young had made him more confident in the 

data found by Western medical equipment. 

Naturally, Elon Musk hoped that the result would be good, but at the same time, he was worried that 

the fire of hope that had been ignited with great difficulty would be ruthlessly extinguished by reality. 

Therefore, he was a little restless until someone knocked on the door. 

“Come in!” Elon Musk stood up from the sofa and stared at the door nervously. 

Mannu, who was wearing a white coat, pushed the door open and walked in with a complicated 

expression. He was holding a folder in his hand, which contained all kinds of test data, including some 

blood test sheets and various scans. 

“Dr. Mannu, what are the results?” “What’s wrong?” Elon Mask asked impatiently. 

Mannu couldn’t help but look at Xia ruofei, and then said,””Mr. Masker, congratulations! The tumor has 

shrunk significantly. The blood indicators and x – ray examination results also show that the condition 

has improved to a large extent. ” 

Elon Musk snatched the folder from Mannu’s hands. After flipping through a few pages, he remembered 

that he could not understand these examination reports at all. 



Thus, he said somewhat awkwardly,””Dr. Mannu, please explain the examination report to me in 

detail!” 

Naturally, Mannu did not want to say too much, especially in front of Xia ruofei. That would be like 

slapping his own face! 

However, Elon Musk was his boss, and the salary he received every month was enough to make his life 

much more decent than most doctors, so he could not refuse Elon Musk’s request. 

Therefore, Mannu still held the folder and explained to Elon Musk one by one. He also found the results 

of the last examination on the other side of the folder and compared them with the data of the key 

indicators. He also tried to explain to Elon Musk what the changes in these indicators meant in common 

language. 
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In the end, Mannu said,”Mr. Masker, I don’t know how Dr. Xia did it.” However ... To be able to make his 

condition improve so much without any surgery or chemotherapy, he had to admit that this was a 

miracle! Congratulations, Mr. Masker, you’ve found an excellent doctor! Our treatment plan should be 

put on hold ...” 

He knew very well that no matter how hard he and his team tried, they would not be able to achieve 

such a healing effect due to the limitations of reality. 

Elon Musk’s anxious heart finally settled down. He said,””Does this mean that there’s a high chance that 

little X’s illness can be cured?” 

“At least, that’s what it looks like at the moment!” Of course, whether it could be completely cured and 

whether it would relapse after the treatment would depend on the effect of the follow – up treatment. I 

can only say that the chances are very high!” 

Elonmask was pleasantly surprised, but he quickly controlled his emotions. He took a deep breath and 

said,””Thank you very much! Dr. Mannu, you and your team have also done an excellent job, thank you 

for your contribution!” 

“This is all thanks to doctor Xia. We didn’t provide any help.” Mannu said as a matter of fact. 

He knew that he had completely lost this competition, so he might as well be open and honest. Maybe 

he could leave a good impression on the boss. 

“Of course, doctor Xia’s work is amazing!” Elon Musk said with a smile. However, your support checks 

are also essential! Dr. Mannu, I still want to talk to Dr. Xia in private. I think ... Gramus will be very happy 

to hear this news. I hope you can share this good news with her as soon as possible!” 

Mannu tactfully replied,”alright!” Mr. Masker, I’ll take my leave first!” 

Elon Musk smiled and nodded. 

After Mannu left the room, Elon Musk then said to Xia ruofei excitedly,””Mr. Xia! You’ve created a 

medical miracle! It’s the luckiest thing in little X’s life to have met a doctor like you!” 



Xia ruofei smiled.”To me, this is just a normal treatment. It’s not a miracle. I’ve already expected the 

result.” Besides, I don’t want to be a world – famous doctor. ” 

At this point, Xia ruofei winked at Elon Musk and said with a smile,””I’m sure Mr. Masker is very clear 

about what I care more about!” 

“Of course!” Elon Musk nodded and said. “Mr. Xia, the production of parts for the spacesuits has already 

begun, but this will involve many companies. We still need to assemble them in secret, so you may have 

to wait a few more days ... The production of the oxygen supply module is relatively simple. The factory 

has already pushed its production to the maximum, and I believe that we should be able to prepare 

enough oxygen supply modules in two weeks!” 

“It seems that Mr. Mersk has indeed done his best.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”thank you very much!” 

Elon Musk lowered his head and pondered for a moment. He suddenly raised his head and said,””Mr. 

Xia, I can provide you with a Dragon Ship! If you need it ...” 

“Of course!” Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows in surprise.”We really need it!” It would be great if Mr. 

Masker was willing to help! However, the time ...” 

“If I’m not wrong, you don’t have any requirements for the ship’s dynamic performance and control.” 

Elon Musk said,”in other words, you need a spaceship that can provide a space for human survival in 

space. Its role is to provide oxygen and a suitable environmental temperature, as well as to shield 

against fatal cosmic rays, right?” 

“Very accurate!” Xia ruofei gave a thumbs up to Elon Musk and added,”one more thing, the space can 

not be too narrow. It must be able to accommodate nine normal – sized adults. It’s best to open up a 

certain amount of private space.” 

If it was a space voyage that lasted one or two months, even the cultivators would have to solve the 

“three emergencies” problem. Also, there were both men and women in the expedition team. If 

everyone was wearing an EVA suit, they could only solve the problem by right, including adult paper and 

diapers. In addition, the “waste” had to be temporarily stored in the storage magical equipment through 

the EVA suit, which was a bit uncomfortable to think about. 

If they were in a spaceship, they would have to create a relatively comfortable environment as much as 

possible. 

Elon Musk pondered for a moment and said,””It shouldn’t be a big problem.” 

He sat down on the sofa opposite Xia ruofei and continued,””The Dragon ship’s design can carry up to 

seven people. Even if we reduce the equipment, it’s not enough to accommodate nine people. However 

... When our spacecraft was designed, it was built according to the standard interface. The spacecraft 

can dock with the International Space Station. In other words, we can connect the two Dragon 

spacecraft together through the docking mechanism. Of course, there might not be a need for two 

spaceships. Our company has also designed some cabin modules for orbital travel, including a rest cabin. 

As long as one or two more such cabins are connected to the Dragon Ship, the demand will be met!” 

“Is the connection secure?” Xia ruofei asked. 



“There’s no problem with the tightness and sturdiness of the interface!” There’s a special locking 

mechanism designed to maintain the docking state and operate in orbit for a long time. This way, it’s 

like several cabins connected together on the inside, and we can distinguish the function space!” 

“It sounds great!” Xia ruofei asked,”can we make it in time?” 

“It shouldn’t be a big problem!” “A lot of the materials and parts are ready,” said Elon Musk.”They just 

need to be assembled!” 

At this point, elonmask reminded,””However, I have to remind you that after a spacecraft dock with 

multiple cabins, it will be in an irregular shape. It definitely can’t be launched into space. No rocket can 

fit it. Also, with so many cabins and nine people, it’s already beyond the maximum load of the rocket, so 

it can only be used on the ground ... In fact, these cabins are usually launched in batches and then 

docked in orbit. This is the prototype of the space station. ” 

“We didn’t want to launch them into space with rockets!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”that’s why this is 

not a problem at all!” 

“Then it’s okay!” Elon Musk smiled and said,”this problem can be considered solved! Mr. Xia, I can 

provide you with the spaceship and the extended cabin for free!” 

“Thank you, Mr. Masker!” Xia ruofei smiled.”I want to know what price we have to pay to get the 

Dragon ship’s extended cabin.” 

There was no such thing as a free lunch in the world. The more free something was, the greater the 

price one had to pay. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei had to ask clearly in advance. 

Of course, even if Elon Musk was demanding an exorbitant price and caused the business to be unable 

to close, Xia ruofei already knew of a relatively perfect solution. He had plenty of ways to get the Dragon 

spaceship and the corresponding expanded cabins from Elon Musk’s company. 

These things were not like spacesuits. Spacesuits and extended cabins were readily available and did not 

need to be ordered to be produced. Therefore, it did not seem too difficult for Xia ruofei and the other 

cultivators to get them from SpaceX. 

Of course, if he could get a spaceship and an extended cabin through normal trade, that would naturally 

be a better choice. 

Hence, Xia ruofei still wanted to hear the offer from Elon Musk. 

 


